
Chris' Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete Mix (based on varying advice from NEGA, Gulfside Manufacturing, and CCS/Ram Building)  
 

Manufacturer or Distributor Ingredient Batch Amount units Bucket Batch Half Bucket 
NEGA, www.negamerica.com, 630-285-8500 1.5" Zircon Glass Fiber 1.50 LBS 0.33 0.165 
NEGA, www.negamerica.com, 630-285-8500 .75" Zircon Glass Fiber 1.00 LBS 0.22 0.11 
St. Mary, www.stmaryscement.com,800-268-6148 ASTM C 150 Type I/II Cement 70.50 LBS 15.00 7.50 
Quikrete, www.quikrete.com, 800-282-5828 #1962 Medium Sand (#20-50 angular) 94.00 LBS 20.00 10.00 
 Clean Water (minerals can affect mix) 28.00 LBS 6.00 3.00 
 (up to 50% ice if applied > 70degF)    0.00 
NEGA, www.negamerica.com, 630-285-8500 Polyplex (acrylic polymer) 9.40 LBS 2.00 1.00 
Euclid Chemical Co., www.euclidchemical.com * EuconMRX (mid-range water reducer) 4.70 liquid OZ 1.00 0.50 
NEGA, www.negamerica.com, 630-285-8500 VCAS-160 (pozzolan) 23.50 LBS 5.00 2.50 
W.R.Grace, www.graceconstruction.com * Retarder (if applied >70degF in sun) 0 or 2.4 - 14 liquid OZ 0 or 0.5 - 3 0 or 0.25-1.5 
* Doan Concrete Company, 734-971-1270 ^ Grace Daratard 17 (retarder) 229.00 LBS 48.55 24.28 
  0.66% glass content   
  128.19 lbs/cu.ft.     
 Accessories: 4.70% polymer content   
Renewable Lubricants, www.renewablelube.com BioConcrete Mold Release 25% cement replaced   
NEGA, www.negamerica.com, 630-285-8500 1/8"o.c. Zircon Glass Fiber fabric     
 Coverage in sq.ft. at 1/4" thick 85.75  18.24 9.12 

Mix Order: 
Measure all ingredients with a scale before beginning, putting dry ingredients & polyplex in temporary containers. If the cement or pozzolan has any hard lumps 
in it that can't be crushed between your fingers, you will need to put the cement through a piece of window screen to filter the lumps out, for they won't dissolve in 
the mix completely, and would mess up your plastering job. The optional ice and then water are the last to be measured, and can be measured in the actual mix 
bucket. After measuring the water, pull out a small container (1-2 pints) of water to be used to clean the residual polyplex out of its container after you empty the 
polyplex into the mix bucket. Gently stir Water, optional ice cubes, Polyplex, and sand until ice melts and liquids are blended. Ouickly mix in the pozzolan, then 
about half of the cement, until all dry ingredients in the bucket have been at least dampened. At this point, the drill mixer will be laboring hard to stir the stiff mix 
and you may have problems keeping the bucket from spinning between your feet. Add the water reducer, and watch the mix liquify again. Add in the rest of the 
cement, and mix until you don't see lumps in the mix. Add in the glass fiber, preferably with the drill submerged in the mix, and work the drill gently up and down 
to draw the fibers down in and throughout the whole mix, minimize the mixing time so that you are just getting the fibers coated and evenly mixed throughout, for 
too much mixing can break up the fibers and weaken them.  Pull the drill blade out and pull the clumps of fiber off the blade, breaking up clumps and mixing the 
fibers into the GFRC mix with a rubber gloved hand. If you think you may not be able to use all the mix before it gets hard, you can divide it and put half into a 
container in a refrigerator, to hold it between 50degF and above freezing, which will slow the chemical reaction of concrete curing to a crawl. Keep working until 
you have used up all the material and gotten the desired finish on the plaster, for once its cured, it is set in stone. 
 
5 gal. Bucket Batch Hand Mix & Application Tools: 
Chicago Electric (distributor) Krause & Becker brand, 8A, 1.6kw, 1.0 HP (Variable) Dual Speed Paint and Mortar Mixer, at Harbor Freight $100 
(Japanese) Flexible Stainless Steel Finish Trowels, Buildingforhealth.com, 1-800-292-4838, Only 0.3mm thick, Nominal 9" trowel fits bucket bottom 
Goldblatt or Marshalltown one foot or larger Pool Trowel (0.5mm) to trowel large areas fast, and Margin Trowel (1.5"x5"x0.8mm) for stirring & trimming corners 
 
Reference websites: Chris' Cottage, MIpassivehouse.us,      speaker Christina Snyder, architect, builder, & CPHC, CASnyder@ic.org, 734-428-9249 
Passive House Standard: Passive House Institute, www/passivehouse.com, and Passive House Institute, US, www.passivehouse.us 
Nippon Electric Glass America, www.negamerica.com, 630-285-8500, Mike Driver is engineer advising on GFRConcrete architecture 
Get it in writing: Gulfstream Manufacturing, http://www.gm-gi.com/, GFRC spray equipment, CreativeCompositeSolutions/Ram Building, ccsproduct.com 


